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The Brahmins of Goozerat are believed to be subdivided
into more castes than those of any other part of India The
origin of the Owdich caste, which is the most numerous, has
been described in the history of Mool Raj, King of Unhilwara *
They were called Owdich because they came from the north,
and Suhusra, because those who came on the first occasion were
about one thousand in number From the places of their
residence they assumed the names of Sidhpooreea and See-
horeea Owdich, and the branches thus formed gradually fell
into distinct customs The party who continued to refuse the
gifts of Mool Raj, formed a separate caste called Tolukeea
Owdich Since that tune some of the members of the caste,
falling into poverty, and being compelled to accept of the office
of familj priest to cobblers, tailors, minstrels, and others, and
even to Koolees, ha\ e been excommunicated, and have formed
so many further subdivisions Others, settling in the city of
Surat, or passing into the countries of Kutch, Wagur, and
Marwar, and there gradually adopting distinct customs from
those authorized at home, have separated from the mam body
ot the caste, and assumed such local names as that of Marwar
Owdich Brahmins
The Shreemalee Brahmins possess a scripture which they
assert to be a portion of one of the Poorans It informs them
that their ancestors were sent for from all quarters at the tune
when the city of Shreemal (now called Beenmal), in Jhalor,
was founded, and that they then first became a local caste
Magh, one of the most celebrated of the Sanscrit poets, was
a bhreemalee Brahmin When the town of Shreemal fell into
decay, many of the Brahmins, bringing their family goddess
with them, came to Unhilwara, then in the ascendant, and
settled either there or in other parts of Goozerat, or m Kutch
or Soreth Others settled in Marwar or Mewar A large
number adopted the Jain faith for a subsistence, and were
thence called * Bhojuks ' or ' eaters ' * The Shreemalee Brah-
mins are divided into the followers of the Yujoor, and those
1	See vol i, pp  62-45    [Avdichya means Northerner    The Aadtch
Brahmans say they came from Kurukshetra.   Bombay Gazetteer, l ^
161, vm 145]
2	[See Bombay Gazetteer, vm, p 146 and dc. i, p 8.]

